
Lemhi County Airport Board Meeting - June 12th, 2017

The meeting was called to order by 18:05 h by Rich Natelson.

Additional board members in attendance were: Don Jakovac, Jim Crawford, Nathan Bills, David 
Weston, Fred McDonald, Tony Latham, and Bob Duerloo. Lenny Skunberg, and Farrell Steiner 
of Searle, Hart & Associates were also in attendance.

Minutes from May’s meeting were reviewed. A motion was made by Fred to accept the minutes, 
it was seconded by Jim. It passed unanimously. 

Fuel & Facilities Report

Current available fuel:
Avgas - Pump #1 - 6,255 gallons

- Pump #2 - 5,836 gallons
Jet A - 5,370 gallons

Lenny stated that we currently have passed tests. Filters are done, inspection by Phillips passed 
100%. 

Lenny reported on cutting weeds along the runway and taxi ways. 

Runway lights are still running constantly, an increase in power expense hasn’t been noticed, 
but a light has yet to burn out since they’ve been on constantly. Before, they needed replaced 
quite frequently.

Rich reported that he'd looked into LED runway lights, they require specialty lenses and 
heaters, and are cost prohibitive at this point in time.

Financial Report

Bills to be paid were reviewed, Tony made a motion to pay them, it was seconded by Fred, it 
passed unanimously.

The financials through May 31st were stated as follows:
Cash on hand - $233,461
Inventory on hand -  $58,000
Accounts Receivable - ($2,934)
Accounts Payable - $2,600

Revenue - $81,661.67
Cost of goods sold - $40,777
Gross Profit - $40,884
Ordinary Expenses - $25,869
Net Operating Income - $15,014

Don stated that we are currently within budget.



Don presented the updated and final copy of the Financial Oversight Policies & Procedures. A 
copy is attached to these minutes.

A 2016 year-end audit was presented by Farrell Steiner of Searle, Hart & Associates, PLLC. 
Year-end income for 2016 was stated as ($345,547) due to the depreciation in value of overall 
assets. Don mentioned the difficulty of reflecting that number accurately due to the fact that 
most improvements are largely funded (up to 95%) by the FAA, and not from revenue generated 
and held by the airport.

Old Business

Upcoming projects…

FAA is recommending we hold off on including the fuel farm relocation in this project, and 
include it at a later time to better take advantage of available funding. 

It is required that a secondary bid be received from an additional engineering company. A 
handful of companies were recommended, it was decided that the most local company would be 
used.

New Business

It was noticed that some new fuel trucks are now parked on the ramp, and the assumption was 
made that they belong to GemAir. Concerns were expressed that they would be used in 
competition to the county’s fuel sales, as well as the trucks having proper inspections. Fred said 
he’d talked to Nathan Cuvala, and that he said the board is the sponsor and can set rules to 
govern the fuel use at the airport. Tony said that fuel trucks have been at the airport for as long 
as he is aware, but the type and appearance of the new tanker style trucks pose a concern for 
leakage. He mentioned that the USFS has similar tanker style trucks but that they’re parked on 
leased ground, and it is known that the USFS regulates their equipment. It was mentioned that 
the FAA should be contacted to ascertain applicable regulations governing the type of truck. 
Several other concerns arose, such as a CDL being required to drive the truck, proper licensing 
being required to drive them on the highway, etc. Tony stated that those issues weren’t any of 
our concern. The question of what the intended use for the trucks was raised, with speculation 
being that they would be used to purchase their own fuel privately. Fred expressed concern 
about the weight of the fuel truck in relation to the asphalt and its ability to support it. Bob 
expressed that the biggest concern was that the airport was going to lose a lot of revenue. He 
stated that the airport is funded and operated based on the profit from fuel sales, and if those 
sales decrease, then the commissioners would be required to tax everyone in the county in 
order to generate the revenue required to fund the airport. Bob said that the current fuel-flowage 
fee is 25 cents per gallon, and that he personally pays it when he brings automotive fuel onto 
the airport for his personal airplane. He stated that he thought it had been 25 cents for 25-30 
years, and that he thought he was the only one doing so. Tony mentioned that the USFS also 
pays a fuel-flowage fee, but that it is an annual rate, rather than by the gallon. The current 
USFS fuel-flowage fee is $2,500 per year. Bob said that he thought that the fuel-flowage fee 
should equal the county’s markup on fuel. Tony said that it could be argued that that was unfair 
based on other airport’s lower fuel-flowage fees, Challis airport was referenced. Don mentioned 
that based on information received at the conference he attended, that any discrimination factor 
previously worried about (having two different flowage fees), was a non-factor, and that the 



board can discriminate. Don then said that we could procure assistance from an outside source 
to help in establishing fuel-flowage fees for Salmon’s airport. Don stated that our fuel-flowage 
fee is not written or recorded in writing anywhere. Tony said that it is recorded in the Rules & 
Regulations, and that the board can set that price from time to time. Don said that that was true, 
but that there is no set price, but that a price can be set. Fred stated that it needs to be set that 
no one else can bring fuel onto the airport and for sale to the general public. Everyone agreed. 
Tony asked who could be solicited as a private consulting firm to aid in establishing these fees. 
Don met someone at the conference that could potentially help. He said that while we were 
soliciting help on fuel-flowage fees, that a rent study should be conducted as well to make sure 
our other fees are in line. He thought that it would cost around $5,000-$10,000. It was agreed 
that an outside source would be a worthwhile expenditure to substantiate any decisions made 
by the board. Land lease fees were also discussed. It was mentioned that the USFS’ lease in 
McCall was thought to be around $70,000-$75,000 per year, and that our current lease with the 
USFS is somewhere around 25-30 cents per square foot per year. Don also stated that the 
average land lease for hangars is around 20-25 cents per square foot per year. 

Tony made a motion to find a consulting firm to help with determining what our fuel-flowage fees 
and lease fees should be. It was seconded by Don, it passed unanimously.

Tony agreed to contact the Helena FAA office in regards to what they require by way of fuel 
tank/truck testing and compliance, and if there is a difference between sizes of trucks, fuel 
capacity, etc.

Don agreed to contact Nathan Cuvala to ask for recommendations on firms to conduct the 
study.

It was stated that the airport is currently out of compliance to be able to receive any grant 
money from the FAA due to there being three camp trailers on the airport parking lot. It is 
unknown who they belong to or who is staying in them. Nate agreed to contact David at GemAir 
to find out, and to ask for them to be moved.

The meeting was adjourned at 19:12h.










